Welcome to Nordia 2020 in Malmö 4-6 September 2020
It is with great pleasure I’m looking forward to Nordia 2020. The preparations are
proceeding very well thanks to our well-established team. In addition to a great number of
exhibits, we are also pleased to present many extremely rare international items.
Some of the highlights:
 The Club de Monte Carlo is showing some of the most exclusive stamps in the world
 Ringströms museum is participating with exclusive items
 In the Invited Exhibits class, what is probably the world’s largest collection of Skilling
Banco is displayed
 Svensk Posthistorisk Dokumentation (SSPD) is celebrating its 50th anniversary with a
special exhibit
Nordia 2020 will be a gathering point for enthusiasts of stamps and postcards from all the
Nordic countries. We are also expecting visitors from all over Europe and from the USA. The
Royal Philatelic Society London is taking the opportunity to arrange a few seminars as well as
a dinner at the Malmö Live conference centre. The European Academy, AEP, will on the
Saturday at 14.00 – 16.00 hold lectures. Also non-members are welcome.
Nordia 2020 will take place at the MalmöMässan exhibition and congress centre, just
thirteen minutes by train from Copenhagen Airport! Visiting the exhibition couldn’t be easier
whether you live in Sweden or in another country. The premises are well lit and offer plenty
of space as well as a hotel right across the street, the Malmö Arena Hotel with a skybar on
the 16th floor featuring panoramic windows in all directions. Here you will get a unique view
of Malmö and Öresund.
The exhibition includes Court d’Honneur, the Championship class and all competition classes
according to the regulations for Nordic exhibitions. Examine about 1,000 frames of philatelic
items, expand your collection with bargains from about thirty retailers, fill your stomach
with good meals and drinks from the restaurant. What more could we offer?
Bring your partner and experience Malmö as well as Copenhagen. Travel easily by train to
various interesting destinations, on both sides of Öresund, directly from our official hotel.
Sincerely,

Lars Nordberg
President of the Organizing Committee

